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Paul Strand. Retrospective 1915-1976
Fundació Foto Colectania
Until April 4th
www.colectania.es

P
aul Strand mastered instinctively what 
photographers today need fancy technol-
ogy to do. His images seem staged, cin-

ematically lit. His landscapes are painstakingly 
composed, while his portraits have remarkable 
composure. Yet Strand did not manipulate any 
of his photos. In this sweeping retrospective 
covering half a century of work, Strand is shown 
to have developed techniques that established 
contemporary photography as an art form, and 
cemented it as a tool for social commentary.

Born in New York in 1890, the son of Czech 
immigrants, at 12, Strand received his first 
camera from his father. He studied under docu-
mentary photographer Lewis Hine, in 1911 
became a commercial photographer and in the 
Twenties, he started making films. 

Strand was a dabbler, but a serious one. Un-

til his death in 1976, he kept trying new things. 
He had an eye for narrative: his 1915 shot of the 
looming windows of Wall Street and the little 
men marching before them, was adapted for his 
first documentary short Manhattan (1921). On 
other shots, Strand doctored his camera so that 
the lens pointed at an angle, capturing people 
unawares, such as in Photograph (1916). He ex-
perimented with juxtapositions of light, shadow 
and architecture and snapped still life—rocks, 
mushrooms, his first wife Rebecca Salsbury—at 
very close range. 

His social conscience got him into trouble 
and he left America under the shadow of McCa-
rthyism. Yet if Strand’s politics struggled with 
the objectivity of his work it never shows. He 
spent the remaining 27 years of his life based 
in France, travelling throughout Europe and to 
North Africa, purging his photographs of super-
fluities, most notably his own presence. Every-
one seemed to trust him, even the rural Scots 
from the Hebrides where he travelled in the Fif-
ties). Young Boy (1951), with his furrowed brow 
and expressive quiff, is a shoulder-shrugging 
masterpiece of restrained French fury.

Strand took control of landscapes; from the 
predatory White Fence (New York, 1916) to the 
Sicilian village crammed on a hillside (1953). 
Italian Family (1953) poses landscape and por-
traiture in miraculous equipoise, with family 
members intrinsic pillars to the structure of 
their home. As with all Strand’s photographs, 
remove any one element and the whole scene 
falls apart. 

‘E
vidence of Life’ is a series of paintings by British artist Chelsea Davine. As Tas-
neem Gallery specialises in African and Asian art, it is the artist’s experiences in 
Pakistan, Afghanistan and Tanzania that are particularly prominent in this show, 

which bridges art and design, and has both superficial beauty and conceptual profundity. 
Trained as a sculptor in the get-rich-quick ambience of Young British Art (think cows in 

formaldehyde), Davine draws on the work of an older generation of sculptors and land art-
ists, including Richard Wentworth and Antony Gormley, combining the disciplines in her 
techniques and materials. Steel and concrete act as canvas, and she adopts a hands-on ap-
proach to ‘painting,’ which includes scorching with acid, drizzling and cracking paint, and 
applying and scraping away layers. The result is textured and gritty and, particularly with 
its predominance of reds, browns and golds, has something of medieval art about it, but as 
we see it today: ravaged by time, scorched by centuries of candle smoke, and eaten away 
by damp. With names like Secrete and Slick, there’s little romanticism to Davine’s work. 
Instead a strained, resilient beauty offers a bittersweet vision of life in constant transition: 
the ravages of time, the repellent seduction of oil 
and a pervading sense of the inevitable. 
                                            -- Alex Phillips

*****

T
he title of this show of new work from US 
artist Dianna Cohen is ‘Cycle’. An appro-
priate name that has a clear resonance 

with Cohen’s oeuvre as she has established her-
self as a leading practitioner in ‘greening’ fine 
art. She recycles used plastic bags, sewing them 
together to create well-crafted and visually vi-
brant pieces.

Cohen has decorated surfboards and pro-
duced ‘conscious couture’—clothing made out 
of recycled plastic bags including a red-carpet 
dress for an eco-conscious celeb—but much of 
her work is designed to be free-standing, vary-
ing in size from framed ‘portraits’ to large-scale 
wall-hangings rich in texture and colour. All of 
Cohen’s works are a patchwork of shiny, rum-
pled shopping bags; some are a smörgåsbord of 
bright colours (and the occasional bag handle), 
while others are more co-ordinated, featuring 
only plastic of reds and oranges or aquamarine 
tones of blue and green or all dirty white. The 
results are familiar—not just because of the con-
sumerist nature of life today, but also because 
shreds of plastic bags on the beach or in trees are 
an all-too-common sight—but Cohen manages to 
create serious art as well. Her pieces are a stand 
against the ephemeral and a sensory experience 
in their own right.  -- Hannah Pennell

Cycle: Dianna Cohen
March 5th to April 8th
Galeria Elizabeth Budia 

-- Alex Phillips
*****

Reviewed shows are rated by our writers with a 
star system: the more pink stars a show has, the 
better it’s rated; ***** is the lowest rating while 

***** is the highestArt | Exhibitions
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